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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Caught in the Net of Deception Rose Jackson-Beavers
and Edward Booker, authors of A Hole in My Heart, introduces us to Shawn, Mike, Alexis, Demetra,
Kelly, and Karen in three powerful stories about teenagers facing danger from meeting strangers on
the Internet. As these teens look for love, fun, and opportunities to make money, they will face
danger. Most teens are familiar with FaceBook, MySpace, and spend time surfing the Internet, but if
not careful they could be sucked into a world of danger. The Hood in Me by Edward Booker Shawn
and Mike are best friends who always have each other s back. They have a strong relationship, but
when they meet a stranger on the Internet who offers them a chance to make money, trouble
comes and their strong brotherhood is tested. Will they fall into the hands of the stranger or will
they survive using street skills learned in the hood? The Price of Disobedience by Rose Jackson-
Beavers Meet Alexis Kirby, the thirteen-year-old, only child of a successful couple. Living with
parents who have plenty of bling-bling, she shares...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any author. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this created e ebook. Its been
printed in an remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Arianna Witting-- Arianna Witting

An exceptional book as well as the font used was exciting to read. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading time. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of the time (that's what catalogues are for about when you ask me).
-- Crystel Hagenes-- Crystel Hagenes
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